Robust Single-shot Fringe Projection Profilometry Based on Morphological Component Analysis.
In a fringe projection profilometry (FPP) process, the captured fringe images can be modeled as the superimposition of the projected fringe patterns on the texture of the objects. Extracting the fringe patterns from the captured fringe images is an essential procedure in FPP; but traditional single-shot FPP methods often fail to perform if the objects have a highly textured surface. In this paper, a new single-shot FPP algorithm which allows the object texture and fringe pattern to be estimated simultaneously is proposed. The heart of the proposed algorithm is an enhanced morphological component analysis (MCA) tailored for FPP problems. Conventional MCA methods which use a uniform threshold in an iterative optimization process are inefficient to separate fringe-like patterns from image texture. We extend the conventional MCA by taking advantage of the low-rank structure of the fringe's sparse representation to enable an adaptive thresholding process. It ends up with a robust single-shot FPP algorithm that can extract the fringe pattern even if the object has a highly textured surface. The proposed approach has a side benefit that the object texture can be simultaneously obtained in the fringe pattern estimation process, which is useful in many FPP applications. Experimental results have demonstrated the improved performance of the proposed algorithm over the conventional single-shot FPP approaches.